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序今回，「MEASURING BUSINESS INTERRUPTION LOSSES AND
OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMMAGES」（営業妨害による損害及びその他営業
上の損害の測定について）Patric A. Gaughan著の第２章「ECONOMIC



































The specific factors explicated by the Daubert Court are （１） whether
the expert's technique or theory can be or has been tested - that is, whether the
expert's theory can be challenged in some objective sense, or whether it is
instead simply a subjective, conclusory approach that cannot reasonably be
assessed for reliability; （２） whether the technique or theory has been subject
to peer review and publication; （３） the known or potential rate of error of the
technique or theory when applied; （４） the existence and maintenance of
standards and controls; and （５） whether the technique or theory has been
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Rule 702. Testimony by Experts
If scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact
to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue, a witness qualified as
an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education, may testify
thereto in the form of an opinion or otherwise, if （１） the testimony is based
upon sufficient facts or data, （２） the testimony is the product of reliable
principles and methods, and （３） the witness has applied the principles and
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